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• Why IBM Content Analytics

• How does IBM Content Analytics work?

• Analysing Social Media Comments (Web and Twitter)

• Content Analytics Case Study

• Why organizations need Content Classification?

• Content Classification – How does it work?

• Content Analytics / Classification – Case Studies



A Content Big Bang (not a Theory)A Content Big Bang (not a Theory)

Source: IBM market information



IBM Solutions are Built on our Core Capabilities

Smarter
Content

Solutions

SmarterSmarter
ContentContent

SolutionsSolutionsfor reduced cost and riskGOVERNGOVERNGOVERN

and put the content in contextACTIVATEACTIVATEACTIVATE

for better collaboration and accessSOCIALIZESOCIALIZESOCIALIZE

and identify patterns to gain insightsANALYZEANALYZEANALYZE

and gain control of the content to determine the valueCAPTURECAPTURECAPTURE



IBM Content Analytics 3.0ANALYZEANALYZEANALYZE



“How can I identify
product failures or
failure patterns?”

“How do I know what my
customers want?”

“How do I know
what my

customers are
saying about

me?”

“How can I get flexible &
robust reporting, including
ad-hoc and exceptions?”

“How can I
decipher customer

complaints?”

“How can I
understand why

my customer
satisfaction is
decreasing?”

The Need



Introduction to IBM Content Analytics
Challenge: 80% of today’s Information is Unstructured

Analytics is changing from transactional, structured data

to interactive, unstructured content

Text Messages

Emails

Over 80% of stored information
is unstructured*

* AIIM website, accepted industry percentage

WHAT THEY DO WHAT THEY THINK



Sales missed due to out of stock
inventory

20% customer attrition in the past year

Claims payouts over reserve by 8%

Increase in credit card tran
sactions by Mr. Smith in the past 6
months joining online websites funded
by terrorists groups

Early indicators of negative sentiment
when product is out of stock

Increased dissatisfaction with Smart
phone plans and devices because
overcharging for data access and
“poor” battery life

Missed suspicious characteristics in
description in 4% of claims submitted

Mr. Smith and Mr. Jared, webmaster
of one of the terrorist-funded sites,
were both mentioned in the same
email to organize assets for an
upcoming event

What Why

Data tells you what happened,
Content Analytics tells you why it happened



IBM Content Analytics: Sample Customers



Why should you care?

24 hours later
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Example: Analysing Websites for Consumer Comments

Identified the following blogging websites:
– http://www.consumercomplaints.in

– http://www.consumercourt.in

– http://www.mouthshut.com
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Crawl and collect data from websites

 OOTB Content Analytics can crawl web sites and some, but not all Blogs.
 Custom Developed Crawler plug-is are required for certain Webpages
 Developed custom Web Scrapper to crawl web sites and store the data into CSV files.
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Content Analytics and Blogs
 A blog has Structured and Unstructured data.

 Structured data such as Author, Subject and Date

 Unstructured could be Policy numbers, Amount, Address, phone numbers,
sentiments and nature of comment
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Content Analytics – Insurance Website Categories

 Loss of Business: Identify customers expressing churn.

 Bad Communication: Identify interaction issues with CSRs
and customers.

 Opportunities: Identify new opportunities like person
getting married and calling to add wife, teenage kid getting
into college, retirement in next 3 years etc..

 Internet Services: Learn corporate website and internet
related interactions like reset password, access to accounts,
online help etc.

 Loyal Customer: Identify loyal customers to retain
business.

 Payment: Identify issues related to late payments or
refunds.

 Mis Sale: Identify fraud and mis sale of policies by agents.

 Renew: Identify issues and opportunities related to
renewal of policies.

 Rupees: Identify money transactions.

 Term Durations: Identify duration of policies
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Insurance Categories and Sentences

Use keywords to identify categories.

Identify sentences around the keywords for rapid discovery.
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Two views of Content Analytics Website Analysis

Connect people and issues

Identify Evolving Topics



IBM Content Analytics: Analysing customer sentiment

Not only was the pick-up line at the counter
very long, but I waited 30 minutes just to
talk to a rude representative who gave me a
car that smelled like smoke, had stained
floor mats, a dented fender, and only half a
tank of gas.

OdorOdor

Pickup/DeliveryPickup/Delivery

Speed of ServiceSpeed of Service

CounterCounter

Attitude/Helpful/FriendlyAttitude/Helpful/Friendly

Interior CleanlinessInterior Cleanliness

Body DamageBody Damage

Fuel LevelFuel Level

CM, RM, DM RDBMS Feeds Web 2.0 Email Web CRM, ERP File Systems

Data
Sources
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Deeper contextual analysis with IBM Content Analytics

CM, RM, DM RDBMS Feeds Web 2.0 Email Web CRM, ERP File Systems

Data
Sources



Quickly identify Customer Service and Brand problems



6,000,000 users on Twitter

pushing out 300,000
tweets per day

500,000,000 users on Twitter

pushing out 400,000,000
tweets per day

83x

1333x



Content Analytics: Analysis of Twitter comments

1. Put on your best shoes.
Lots of walking at Trade Show

2. Women in technology.
Missing from the stages.



IBM Content Analytics: Analysis of Twitter

comments continued

3. Long line at Starbucks .

4. Attendees excited to watch live
demo by Carl on Advance case
management (credit card dispute).
Execs got to do more of these.



IBM Content Analytics – Analysis of Customer Tweets

41.5 % Favorable

9.1% Unfavorable.


